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Monthly Malicious Code Reports
A total of 13,950,901 malicious codes were reported this month. The number dropped 706,692 

from 14,657,593 cases reported the previous month. Just like last month, JS/Agent was the most 

reported malicious code, followed by Trojan/Win32.hdc and Trojan/Win32.adh, respectively. 15 new 

malicious codes were reported this month.

Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

[Fig. 1-1] Monthly Malicious Code Reports
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01. Malicious Code Trend
a. Malicious Code Statistics

1. Security Trend- JAN. 2012

1 — JS/Agent 879,105 15.7 %

2 NEW Trojan/Win32.hdc 733,670 13.1 %

3 NEW Trojan/Win32.adh 504,336 9.0 %

4 NEW Trojan/Win32.Gen 405,030 7.2 %

5 ▲1 Textimage/Autorun 403,129 7.1 %

6 NEW Malware/Win32.generic 334,025 6.0 %

7 NEW Trojan/Win32.fakeav 300,216 5.4 %

8 NEW Adware/Win32.korad 273,647 4.9 %

9 NEW Adware/Win32.sidetab 226,383 4.0 %

10 NEW Trojan/Win32.agent 185,035 3.3 %

11 �3 Win-Trojan/Agent.465408.T 172,824 3.1 %

12 NEW Trojan/Win32.genome 151,291 2.7 %

13 NEW Downloader/Win32.adload 150,312 2.7 %

14 NEW JS/Iframe 149,981 2.6 %

15 NEW ASD.PREVENTION 142,446 2.5 %

16 �6 Html/Iframe 140,521 2.4 %

17 �15 Exploit/Cve-2011-2140 122,256 2.2 %

18 NEW Trojan/Win32.bho 115,849 2.1 %

19 NEW Packed/Win32.morphine 109,641 2.0 %

20 NEW Backdoor/Win32.asper 109,628 2.0 %

5,609,325 100.0 %

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage
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1 NEW Trojan/Win32 2,837,555 31.3 %

2 �1 JS/Agent 881,819 9.7 %

3 NEW Adware/Win32 821,654 9.1 %

4 �2 Win-Trojan/Agent 633,671 7.0 %

5 NEW Downloader/Win32 460,205 5.0 %

6 NEW Malware/Win32 405,078 4.5 %

7 ▲1 Textimage/Autorun 403,214 4.5 %

8 �5 Win-Adware/Korad 359,617 4.0 %

9 ▲2 Win-Trojan/Downloader 307,299 3.4 %

10 �1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 306,394 3.3 %

11 NEW Backdoor/Win32 205,718 2.3 %

12 ▲2 Win32/Virut 195,766 2.2 %

13 — Win32/Conficker 189,242 2.1 %

14 NEW Dropper/Win32 175,506 1.9 %

15 — Win32/Autorun.worm 153,597 1.7 %

16 NEW JS/Iframe 149,981 1.7 %

17 ▲1 Win32/Kido 144,220 1.6 %

18 NEW Packed/Win32 144,014 1.6 %

19 NEW ASD 142,446 1.6 %

20 �1 Html/Iframe 140,521 1.5 %

9,057,517 100.0 %

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports

1 Exploit/Cve-2011-3544 78,836 17.3 %

2 Win-Trojan/Downloader.1947648 70,663 15.5 %

3 Win-Trojan/Fakeav.232472 34,581 7.6 %

4 Win-Adware/KorAd.20480.H 30,903 6.8 %

5 SWF/Sve-2011-0611 29,163 6.4 %

6 Dropper/Agent.454656.DW 25,441 5.6 %

7 Win-Adware/KorAd.114688.B 23,291 5.1 %

8 Win-Trojan/Agent.900608.B 21,284 4.7 %

9 Win-Trojan/Backdoor.1761280 18,629 4.1 %

10 Win-Trojan/Asper.1319424 18,237 4.0 %

11 Win-Trojan/Downloader.45056.ABV 15,197 3.2 %

12 Win-Downloader/OneStep.672336 11,338 2.5 %

13 Win-Adware/Geezon.875520 11,307 2.5 %

14 Win-Trojan/Downloader.181824 10,614 2.3 %

15 Win-Trojan/Agent.36864.CCF 10,154 2.2 %

16 Win-Adware/KorAd.1253376 9,766 2.1 %

17 Dropper/Agent.216921 9,479 2.1 %

18 Win-Trojan/Downloader.704512.B 9,440 2.1 %

19 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.82944.BB 9,428 2.0 %

20 Win-Adware/KorAd.241664.K 9,185 1.9 %

456,936 100.0 %

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports

Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports
The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 malicious code variants reported 

this month. As of January 2012, Trojan/Win32 is the most reported malicious code, representing 

31.3% (2,837,555 reports) of the top 20 malicious code variants, followed by JS/Agent (881,819 

reports) and Adware/Win32 (821,654 reports).

Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports
The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 new malicious codes reported 

this month. As of January 2012, Exploit/Cve-2011-3544 is the most reported new malicious code, 

representing 17.3% (78,836 reports) of the top 20 new malicious codes, followed by Win-Trojan/

Downloader. 1947648 (70,663 reports).

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage
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[Fig. 1-3] Comparison of Malicious Codes with Previous Month

[Fig. 1-2] Breakdown of Primary Malicious Code Types

[Fig. 1-4] Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types

Breakdown of Primary Malicious Code Types
The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported this month. As of January 2012, 

Trojan is the most reported malicious code, representing 40.8% of the top reported malicious codes, 

followed by script (14.6%) and worm (7%).

Comparison of Malicious Codes with Previous Month
Compared to last month, the number of Trojan and dropper increased, whereas, the number of 

script, worm, adware, downloader, spyware and appcare decreased. The number of virus is similar 

to the previous month.

Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types
As of January 2012, Trojan is the most reported new malicious code, representing 48% of the top 

reported new malicious codes, followed by adware (22%) and dropper (10%).
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MS12-004 Vulnerabilities in Windows Media Could 
Allow Remote Code Execution

On January 27, 2012, Trend Micro posted a blog entry on MS12-

004 Vulnerabilities in Windows Media Could Allow Remote 

Code Execution, titled, “Malware Leveraging MIDI Remote Code 

Execution Vulnerability Found”. ASEC conducted additional 

analysis and found the following malware structure: 

The infection vector is a malicious HTML, which hosted on the 

domain, hxxp://images.{BLOCKED}p.com/mp.html.

This HTML exploits the vulnerability by using two components 

that are also hosted on the same domain. The two files are: a 

MIDI file detected and a JavaScript. 

The MIDI file exploits the vulnerability to bypass ASLR/DEP and 

execute the codes specified by the attacker.

A MIDI file consists of a single header chunk followed by one 

or more track chunks. For Note on message, the first data byte 

specifies the note number (0-127). MIDI Exploitation is done 

by supplying a specially crafted MIDI file with specific events, 

causing the offset calculation being higher than how much is 

available on the heap.

The mp.html calls the MIDI file to trigger the exploit, and uses 

Javascript to decode the shellcode embedded in mp.html's body. 

Upon successfully exploiting the vulnerability, it decodes and 

executes the decoded shellcode. This shellcode then connects to 

a site to download an encrypted binary.

- When the downloaded tdc.exe gets executed, the following files 

will be created:

C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\com32.sys

C:\WINDOWS\system32\com32.dll

[Fig. 1-5] Structure of malware that exploits MS12-004 vulnerability

[Fig. 1-6] Script to exploit MS12-004 vulnerability

[Fig. 1-7] Specially crafted MIDI file

- It creates the following registry key to automatically start 

Com32 service when Windows restart:

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\Com32\ImagePath

"System32\drivers\com32.sys" 

The com32.sys file obstructs processes other than IEXPLORER.

EXE, explorer.exe and rundll32.exe to protect itself and the 

com32.dll file created by tdc.exe.

- com32.sys changes the IRP_MJ_CREATE handler address of 

\FileSystem\FastFat's and \FileSystem\Ntfs' DriverObject to the 

hooked address.

- The com32.dll tries to terminate the antivirus solutions 

installed on the system. 

It attempts to connect to a system to download 20120120.exe.

The 20120120.exe file backs up imm32.dll files under a random 

name to steal user credentials related to specific Korean online 

games. The stolen information is sent to a malicious remote 

user. This exploit is similar to the method used in China to steal 

online game accounts.

Microsoft has issued an update to address this vulnerability, so 

you must patch your system with the security update.

V3 detects this malware as:

- JS/Cve-2009-0075

- JS/Agent

- Exploit/Ms12-004

- Win-Trojan/Rootkit.7808.H

- Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack

- Win-Trojan/Meredrop.73728.C

- Win-Trojan/Rootkit.11648.B

- Win-Trojan/Waltrodock.57344

- Win-Trojan/Meredrop 

TrusGuard detects this malware as:

- malicious_url_20120127_1459(HTTP)-1

- ms_ie_mid_file_exploit-t(CVE-2012-0003/HTTP)

\

JavaScript obfuscation using space and 
tab characters

Hackers have long used JavaScript to automatically download 

malware without user interaction. They are making it more difficult 

for security solution providers to analyze the JavaScript source, by 

hiding the obfuscated codes and showing a huge empty space. 

[Fig. 1-8] Decoding shellcode

[Fig. 1-9] com32.dll codes to terminate antivirus

[Fig. 1-10] 20120120.exe downloaded

01. Malicious Code Trend
b. Malicious Code Issues

[Fig. 1-11] Example of source code inserted into the website of 
 a press agency
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It might look like an empty space, but if you place your cursor 

on the space, you can see a combination of space and tab 

characters. The HEX value is as below: 

The space position in the character set is 20 hexadecimal, and 

tab is 09 hexadecimal. The codes seem to be expressing space 

and tab as binary. This method was presented by Billy Hoffman 

in a talk at Black Hat USA 2008, titled “Circumventing Automated 

JavaScript Analysis”. Billy Hoffman, also known as Acidus, is 

an American hacker. Hoffman worked as a security researcher 

for SPI Dynamics Inc, and then for Hewlett-Packard, which 

purchased SPI Dynamics. He now works as a web performance 

consultant at Zoompf. It was introduced as a crazy idea, but a 

case using this method was reported this month. 

If you look at the image above, space is 1 and tab is 0. Space 

and tab code obfuscation can be disabled. There is a method 

of changing space and tab to 1 and 0 respectively and looking 

for it on the table, and a method of writing a simple program to 

analyze it. There is also a method of not using a tool – a browser 

can be used to analyze it.

1. Arrange the source codes

2. Look for the decryption function

There must be a code to decrypt space and tab. It should be right 

above the space and tab codes, as presented by Hoffman. The 

obfuscated and decryption codes are as below: 

3. Decrypt with decryption function

The obfuscated character string is decrypted with the decryption 

function. The decryption code is as below: 

4. Convert some decrypted code into ASCII code

If you disable the obfuscation, you will see a URL and codes that 

will direct you to a compromised web page. 

Compromised web page that distributes malware usually only 

works for 24 to 48 hours. The attacker must have closed it down 

since we could not connect to the page.

To prevent this attack:

1. Keep your antivirus updated to the latest version.

2. Install the latest service pack for Windows and install all 

available security updates.

3. Use IE 8.0 and above or Firefox, Chrome or Safari.

4. Keep your ActiveX programs, including Flash Player to the 

[Fig. 1-12] HEX value of source code

[Fig. 1-13] Black Hat USA 2008 presentation by Billy Hoffman

[Fig. 1-14] Obfuscated codes

[Fig. 1-15] Decryption result

latest version.

5. Install the latest Java program to patch all vulnerabilities.

Malware changes Hosts file to prevent update of 
antivirus

A malware that changes the Windows Hosts file to prevent 

update of antivirus programs was reporrted again this month. 

If your system is infected with the malware, the following error 

message (Error code- 492) will appear. 

The hosts file is a computer file used in an operating system to 

map hostnames to IP addresses. The Hosts file works as below: 

As URL is used more than IP address, Hosts file can be used to 

redirect a domain name to a different IP address.

The compromised Hosts file reported this month redirected the 

update URL of two Korean security solution providers to 127.0.0.1. 

127.0.0.1 is the loopback address of the victim's machine. If the 

victim tries to update his or her antivirus program, the system will 

be redirected to his or her machine to prevent update. 

This method has been used for a long time to prevent the antivirus 

programs from detecting the new malware. If you suspect your 

system is infected with this malware, restore your Hosts file. 

Your system also could have been infected with new malware, so 

update your antivirus program and scan your system.

1. System with V3 installed

You will get the following result when you run Intense Scan. V3 

detects compromised Hosts file as “Redirected Hostfile Entries”. 

If you repair this file, you will be able to update V3. 

[Fig. 1-17] Update error message

[Fig. 1-19] Compromised Hosts file

[Fig. 1-16] URL to download malware

[Fig. 1-18] How Hosts file works

[Fig. 1-20] Compromised Hosts file detected
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2. System with V3 newly installed

As you cannot update V3 after installation, you will not be able to 

use it. Check the Hosts file yourself.

V3 detects this malware as:

- Win-Trojan/Agent.50688.BNG

- Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.47373

The Postcard from Hallmark virus hoax

An email hoax purporting to burn the whole hard disc C of your 

computer circulated this month. This type of hoax has already 

been around in multiple forms for a long time now. They usually 

circulate via email or forums.

In Korea, only the original English version of the email hoax 

used to be circulated, but this time, a Korean-translated version 

was also included in the message. Both the English and Korean 

messages warn victims not to open any email with the subject, 

“Postcard from Hallmark”, as it will burn the hard disk when 

opened. To sound legitimate, the message also states that it has 

been classified by Microsoft as the most destructive virus ever.

There was a similar hoax in August 2011, with the keyword, “Black 

in the White House”. The keyword for the email hoax reported this 

month is “Postcard from Hallmark”. It states that opening the 

Olympic torch image will burn the hard disk, and mentions AhnLab 

to make it seem like it was officially announced by AhnLab.

“Postcard from Hallmark” email has been confirmed to be 

a hoax as no virus has been found. This email hoax does not 

damage your system like it says it does. Since it's a hoax, it is not 

detected by antivirus programses, including V3.

Hoaxes usually: 

1. resemble notices from legitimate sources 

2. warn of 'the worst virus ever' that destroys your hard disk 

3. are not detected by antivirus programs 

4. advice you to copy the email and sent send it to your friends

Why do Internet fraudsters send out email hoaxes? 

1. Self-satisfaction 

When the hoax becomes well known, “fame” leads to some 

degree of satisfaction for the hoax perpetrators, encouraging 

them to continue spreading such dubious emails. 

2. Increase network load 

The common attribute of all hoax emails is the appeal to 

forward the message to many people. The cost for transmitting 

a single email through a network may be essentially free. The 

cost, however, of transmitting a million emails can show up on 

the budget. Aside from the increased network load, adding to 

the flooding of inboxes with unwanted spam email is another 

unwanted consequence. 

3. Attack against reputable sources 

Cyber criminals may just want to attack reputable press sources 

and IT security companies, by purporting the virus to be verified 

by such reputable sources as CNN, McAfee and Microsoft.

Do not to confuse hoax warnings with the real thing. 

1. Check the message carefully before forwarding it 

Make sure the email is not a hoax before forwarding it to your friends.

[Fig. 1-21] Korean-translated version

2. Do not panic 

Before you send something “just in case”, take a moment to 

check its authenticity. 

3. Search for reports by the purported source 

Search for articles reported by the source purported to have 

verified the virus, since something like this would have made it to 

the news. 

4. Check websites and blogs of IT security providers

Check the websites and blogs of IT security providers for any 

report or posting on the hoax.

URL-shortened links pointing to phishing sites

A phishing attempt to steal Twitter username and password 

using malicious tweets with shortened URL was reported on 

January 26, 2012. This sort of phishing attack is quite common. 

There was a similar case on February 24, 2011, where shortened 

URL in Direct Message was used to compromise accounts. 

If you click on the shortened URL, it will direct you to a fake 

Twitter login page that looks similar to the actual login page.

The fake page is designed to steal your Twitter login information. If you 

enter your account information, it will be sent to a system in China.

The number of security threats from shortened URL has been 

growing since last year. You must be extra careful when clicking 

shortened URLs, especially those in messages sent by Twitter 

users you don't really know.

Bug causes BSOD and "Application Failed to 
Initialize" error

Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack that patches the imm32.dll 

file runs in Windows XP SP2 and causes "Application Failed to 

Initialize" error.

We analyzed the imm32.dll file as below: 

When the application is executed, "Application Failed to 

Initialize" error occurs, and when you restart the system, BSOD 

(Unknown Hard Disk) occurs to make it impossible to restart 

the system again.

[Fig. 1-23] Tweets trick victims into clicking on shortened URL

[Fig. 1-24] Fake Twitter login page

[Fig. 1-25] "Application Failed to Initialize" error
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Phony version of MADDEN NFL 12 app found in 
Android Market

When the fake app is installed, the malware attempts to take 

complete control of the device. Once the malware gets root 

(administrator level) access, the IRC bot gets installed along with 

an SMS Trojan. The root access allows the attacker to control 

the smartphone remotely and send an SMS to a premium rate 

number.

[Fig. 1-26] Foncy Trojan masquerading as Madden NFL 12 game

[Fig. 1-27] MADDEN NFL 12 icon and error screen

[Fig. 1-28] Application package with two files

[Fig. 1-29] Application information

[Fig. 1-30] Application permissions

1. Details

The assets in the original APK file are as follows. Inspection of 

these files shows that these files are not png files, but in fact one 

APK file and two ARM executables.

- header01.png : root exploit 

- footer01.png : IRC Bot 

- border01.png : SMS Send 

2. Code Analysis (1): Dropper

The malware affects Android version 2.2 and higher. 

- Maintains dropper functionality (drops a set of malware   

 components onto the system).

- Creates /data/data/com.android.bot/files directory and sets  

 '777'permission (read/write/execute for all users).

- Extracts three files - 'header01.png'(root exploit), 'footer01. 

 png'(IRC bot), 'border01.png'(SMS Trojan) - into the directory. 

- Displays the text 'Error - Not registred application' on the  

 screen.

3. Code Analysis (2): Background installation

The malware affects Android version 2.2 and higher. 

- Blocks SMS messages received from premium-rate numbers,  

 in order to hide its activity from the victim. 

[Fig. 1-31] Assets folder

[Fig. 1-32] border01.png file

[Fig. 1-33] border01.png file

[Fig. 1-34] Manifiest information

[Fig. 1-35] AndroidBotAcitivity class codes

01. Malicious Code Trend
c. Mobile Malicious Code Issues

[Fig. 1-36] Manifiest information

[Fig. 1-37] SMSReceiver class codes
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- Uploads all incoming messages from premium rate number to  

 a remote server (http://46.166.x.x). 

List of countries with premium rate numbers: 

- The number of premium rate numbers has increased. 

Clicking the button will download the malicious application.

2. Details

- The download and installation process is as below:  

Installing the app will create the following icon and register the 

following service: 

After installation, the app opens the browser and displays a 

registration page with user details such as the customer ID, 

phone number, and account used on the device. 

3. Analysis

The malware collects and sends personal information, such as 

phone numbers, IMEI, Google account and GPS information. 

- footer01.png file is an ARM executable that interacts with a  

 remote IRC server. 

- The IRC botnet attempts to make a connection to 199.68.x.x 

 and joins the #andros channel using a random username. 

V3 detects this malware as:

- Android-Trojan/Foncy

App Used for One-Click Fraud in Japan

This scheme collects personal information such as bank details, 

email and phone numbers.

1. Distribution

- The example pages of the scam sites are as below: 

[Fig. 1-38] AndroidMeActivity class codes

[Fig. 1-39] AndroidMeActivity class codes

[Fig. 1-40] footer01.png file

[Fig. 1-41] IRC server and channel connection

[Fig. 1-41] Visitors are instructed to download an app

[Fig. 1-43] Icon and service

[Fig. 1-44] Registration page

[Fig. 1-42] Download/screen
[Fig. 1-45] Malware collects information saved in device

[Table 1-4] Premium rate numbers

Premium 
Rate Number

Country 
Code

Country

81083 FR France

3075 BE Belgium

543 CH Switzerland

64747 LU Luxembourg

60999 CA Canada

63000 DE Germany

35024 ES Spain

60999 GB United Kingdom

2052 MA Morocco

7604 SL Sierra Leone

1339 RO Romania

2227 NO Norway

72225 SE Sweden

23333 US United States of America

[Fig. 1-46] Sending information
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Microsoft Security Updates- January 2012
Microsoft issued 7 security updates this month (1 critical and 6 important). Most of the  

vulnerabilities were found in the Windows system.

- Information is sent to a remote server.

V3 detects this malware as:

- Android-Trojan/FakeTimer

[Fig. 1-47] Malware variant (icon/)
02. Security Trend

a. Security Statistics

[Fig. 2-1] MS Security Updates
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[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for September 2011

Critical Vulnerability in Windows Media could allow remote code execution (2636391)

Important Vulnerability in Windows Object Packager could allow remote code execution 2603381)

Important Vulnerability in Windows Client/Server Runtime Subsystem could allow elevation of privilege (2646524)

Important Vulnerability in Windows Kernel could allow security Feature bypass (2644615)

Important Vulnerability in Microsoft Windows could allow remote code execution (2584146)

Important Vulnerability in SSL/TLS could allow information disclosure (2643584)

Important Vulnerability in Anti-XSS Library could allow information disclosure (2607664)

Severity Vulnerability
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Hash Collision DoS Attack

In a hash collision attack, attackers exploit hash table 

vulnerability to cause a denial of service (DoS) condition. 

Microsoft issued an emergency, out-of-band update (MS11-100) 

to prevent hash collision attacks in ASP.NET web applications. 

The vulnerability has been discovered to also impact PHP 5, Java, 

Python, Ruby and Google's v8.

Hash tables are a commonly used data structure in most 

programming languages. Web application servers commonly 

parse attacker-controlled POST form data into hash tables. An 

attacker can degenerate the hash table by sending lots of colliding 

keys. The complexity of inserting n elements into the table then 

goes to O(n**2), making it possible to exhaust the CPU time.

A large number of parameters in POST requests are sent to the 

server to overwhelm it. 

This isn't an average DoS attack because it doesn't take a botnet 

or a lot of coordination to take a web server down. We offer the 

following mitigations for this attack:

- Limit CPU time

- Limit maximum POST size

- Limit maximum request parameters

Vulnerability in HP LaserJet Printers – Remote 
Firmware Updates

The recent 28th Chaos Communications Congress has produced 

a number of interesting ideas, but a presentation of two hacks 

that turned printers into rogue machines by Ang Cui was an eye 

opener for IT managers. 

HP has issued a firmware update to mitigate this issue on 

January 2012. Remote Firmware Upgrade (RFU) is a feature that 

allows customers to upgrade the firmware of their HP printer. 

In his hour-long talk "Print Me If You Dare", Ang Cui showed 

that it was possible to load arbitrary software into any printer 

by embedding it in a malicious document or by connecting 

to the printer online. The affected printers can be remotely 

controlled by attackers over the Internet, with the potential to 

steal personal information, attack secure networks and even 

cause physical damage.

Cui estimated that there exist at least 100,000 HP printers that 

can be compromised through an active attack, and several 

million devices that can be compromised. Cui believes that these 

vulnerabilities are likely present on non-HP printers and his 

main area of research is a generalized anti-malware solution 

for all embedded systems, including printers and routers. When 

installing any device such as home routers and printers, you 

should always password-protect these devices.

[Fig. 2-3] Example of HP RFU (Remote Firmware Update) file  
 (Source: Print Me If You Dare)
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[Fig. 2-2] POST requests

Website Security Summary

This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab's web browser security service) blocked 41,181 websites that 

distributed malicious codes. There were 671 types of reported malicious code, 689 reported 

domains with malicious code, and 11,524 reported URLs with malicious code. The number of 

reported malicious codes and reported types of malicious code decreased from last month, but the 

number of domains and URLs with malicious code increased.

Monthly Blocked Malicious URLs
As of January 2012, the number of reported blocked malicious URLs decreased 4% from 42,769 the 

previous month to 41,181.
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[Table 3-1] Website Security Summary

Reported malicious codes

Reported types of 
malicious code

Domains with 
malicious code

URLs with 
malicious code

680

671

42,769

41,181
477

689
10,406

11,524

-3.7%

2011.12
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[Fig. 3-1] ] Monthly Blocked Malicious URLs
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1 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.848000 7,650 34.3 %

2 �1 Downloader/Win32.Genome 3,236 14.5 %

3 �1 Downloader/Win32.Korad 2,900 13.1%

4 �1 Downloader/Win32.Totoran 2,290 10.3 %

5 NEW Win-AppCare/WinKeyfinder.973512 1,458 6.5 %

6 ▲3 Adware/Win32.KorAd 1,208 5.4 %

7 �3 Unwanted/Win32.WinKeygen 998 4.5 %

8 NEW Win-Trojan/Buzus.430080.J 925 4.1 %

9 ▲1 Unwanted/Win32.WinKeyfinder 819 3.7 %

10 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.36548 810 3.6 %

22,294 100 %

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code
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[Fig. 3-4] Monthly URLs with Malicious Code
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[Fig. 3-2] Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code
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[Fig. 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
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Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code
As of January 2012, the number of reported types of malicious code decreased 1% from 680 the 

previous month to 671.

Monthly Domains with Malicious Code
As of January 2012, the number of reported domains with malicious code increased 44% from 477

the previous month to 689.

Monthly URLs with Malicious Code
As of January 2012, the number of reported URLs with malicious code increased 11% from 10,406 

the previous month to 11,524.

Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
As of January 2012, Trojan is the top distributed type of malicious code with 16,505 (40.1%) cases 

reported, followed by downloader with 8,883 (21.6%) cases reported.

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
As of January 2012, Win-Trojan/Agent.848000 is the most distributed malicious code with 7,650 

cases reported. 4 new malicious codes, including Win-Trojan/Agent.848000, emerged in the top 10 

list this month.

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

TROJAN 16,505 40.1 %
DOWNLOADER 8,883 21.6 %
ADWARE 4,444 10.8 %
DROPPER 2,481 6.0 %
APPCARE 1,781 4.3 %
Win32/VIRUT 637 1.5 %
WIN-CLICKER 373 0.9 %
JOKE 237 0.6 %
SPYWARE 148 0.4 %
ETC 5,692 13.8 %

41,181 100 %

TYPE Reports Percentage

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage
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Jan. 2012 Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

The chart above shows the number of websites intruded to 

distribute malicious codes. This month, 142 websites were 

used to distribute malware that steals online gaming account 

information.

Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites

The chart above shows the number of websites intruded to 

distribute malicious codes. This month, 142 websites were 

used to distribute malware that steals online gaming account 

information. 

The table above shows the top 10 malicious codes distributed via 

websites this month. Just like the previous month, online game 

hacking Trojans were the most distributed malware. Win-Trojan/

Onlinegamehack.83968.BO was distributed via 60 compromised 

websites.

[Fig. 3-7] Distribution of Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.83968.BO

[Fig. 3-6] Monthly malicious code intrusion: website
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Ranking Threat URL

1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.83968.BO 60

2 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.89088.AO 56

3 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.84480.CG 54

4 Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack 49

5 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.145450 45

6 Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack 42

7 Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack 33

8 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.81920.EM 32

9 Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack 27

10 Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack 25

[Table 3-4] Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites


